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This is my Story. 

 

My name is Clarence Grant. I have been sick with various ailments for over 40 

years, including diabetes, kidney failure, high cholesterol and a whole lot of 

other ailments. I am 78 years old, so I came to accept that some of my sick 

feelings were age related. 

 

I have been on dialysis for the last 5 years. I get treated at the center 3 times a 

week for 4 hours each time and by the end of each treatment, I felt close to 

death.  I was always a physically strong person, and did construction work for 

years, but these ailments weakened me and over the years I gradually got 

worse. I bent slightly forward when I stood. If I was sitting, I had to hold on to 

something with both hands to get up. When I tried to walk one block, I had to 

stop 3-4 times to catch my breath. Every time I ate, I become bloated.  My 

digestive system was totally off balance. My lower back was in so much pain, I 

could not stand for more than 4 minutes. Several time while receiving dialysis 

treatment, my blood pressure got so low, I passed out and had to be given 

oxygen. 

 

During this entire period, I had been going to doctors of every kind and all 

kinds of specialists.  As a matter of fact, I worked in a hospital for 31 years 

with easy access to doctors, yet things got progressively worse. 

 

Then, on 9/20/14, a daughter-in-law of mine told me about Doctor Lin. I made 

an appointment the very next day on 9/21/14. Dr. Lin asked me who referred 

me. I told him my daughter-in-law, and that my wife came with me to the 

appointment.. Dr. Lin gave me an electrical probe to hold in my hand. The 

device was connected to a computer, and after ½  hour, he gave me a printout 

of several pages of information telling me everything that was off balance in my 

body, along with the treatment I would need. My wife was so impressed with     

what she saw, she decided to take the test and get a readout on herself. 

 

To our surprise, Dr. Lin informed us that the medical insurance did not cover 

the treatment. This treatment is completely different from anything I have ever 

experienced in my 78 years. It is designed to remove the acidity and increase 

the alkalinity in my body. Dr. Lin says ‘He is recharging our battery’. 



 

Amazingly, in a little over two months, my blood pressure is normal and my 

overall feeling is unbelievable. I can stand without holding on to anything. I can 

walk a few blocks without losing my breath, and I can eat without bloating. 

 

When I started with Dr Lin, a doctor at the dialysis center asked why my legs 

were shown so much water retention. I told him I was detoxifying my body. He 

was mad and up my dry weight, which left me feeling more sluggish after every 

dialysis treatment. However, 3 weeks later, after my blood work showed 

improvement, the same doctor told me ‘continue to do whatever I was doing to 

get better’. 

 

One of the patients at the dialysis center also asked me what I was doing. 

When I asked her why, she said ‘she noticed the difference, when I stand, 

when I walk, all my features looked different and I looked like I was getting 

younger’. 

 

I realize that I have been helped immensely and I truly cannot understand why 

treatment like this is readily available not covered by insurance. It is truly life 

saving and has absolutely improved my quality of life. I cannot thank Dr. Lin 

enough!!! 

 

- Clarence Grant 

 

 

Remark:  Dr. Lin Does Not Treat a specific condition, instead of helping the 

body's natural Self-Healing and Self-Regulating functions. 

 


